#1 PICK

**We Are the Light: A Novel**
*By Matthew Quick*

(Evid Reader Press/Simon & Schuster, 9781668005422, $27.99, Nov. 1, Fiction)

“Matthew Quick scores a perfect 10 in this deeply stirring, gorgeously hopeful novel that shines a brilliant beam on the path out of grief and toward healing. May we all learn the way to be such lights from this remarkable guide.”

—Beth Stroh, Viewpoint Books, Columbus, IN

---

**Now Is Not the Time to Panic: A Novel**
*By Kevin Wilson*

(Ecco, 9780062913500, $27.99, Nov. 8, Fiction)

Recommended by Alex Brubaker, Midtown Scholar Bookstore, Harrisburg, PA

---

**Signal Fires: A Novel**
*By Dani Shapiro*

(Knopf, 9780593534724, $28, Oct. 18, Fiction)

Recommended by Sue Kowalski, The Bookstore of Glen Ellyn, Glen Ellyn, IL

---

**Demon Copperhead: A Novel**
*By Barbara Kingsolver*

(Harper, 9780063251922, $32.50, Oct. 18, Fiction)

Recommended by Libby Monaghan, Twice Told Tales, McPherson, KS

---

**The Cloisters: A Novel**
*By Katy Hays*

(Atria Books, 9781668004401, $28, Nov. 1, Thriller)

Recommended by Sharon Davis, Book Bound Bookstore, Blairsville, GA

---

**Inciting Joy: Essays**
*By Ross Gay*

(Algonquin Books, 9781643753041, $27, Oct. 25, Essays)

Recommended by Barbara de Wilde, Frenchtown Bookshop, Frenchtown, NJ

---

**Legends & Lattes: A Novel of High Fantasy and Low Stakes**
*By Travis Baldree*

(Tor Books, 9781250886088, $17.99, paperback, Nov. 8, Fantasy)

Recommended by Hannah Cloutier, The Bookery Manchester, Manchester, NH

---

**Gilded Mountain: A Novel**
*By Kate Manning*

(Scribner, 9781982160944, $28, Nov. 1, Historical Fiction)

Recommended by Paula Frank, The Toadstool Bookshop, Nashua, NH

---

**Trespasses: A Novel**
*By Louise Kennedy*

(Riverhead Books, 9780593540893, $27, Nov. 1, Fiction)

Recommended by Diana Van Vleck, Bloomsbury Books, Ashland, OR

---

**Liberation Day: Stories**
*By George Saunders*

(Random House, 9780525505952, $28, Oct. 18, Short Stories)

Recommended by Sophia Hardin, Third Place Books, Lake Forest Park, WA

---

**Even Though I Knew the End**
*By C. L. Polk*

(Tordotcom, 9781250849458, $19.99, Nov. 8, Fantasy)

Recommended by Lindsey Pattavina, RJ Julia Booksellers, Madison, CT

---

**We All Want Impossible Things: A Novel**
*By Catherine Newman*

(Harper, 9780063230897, $25.99, Nov. 8, Fiction)

Recommended by Liz Whitelam, Whitelam Books, Reading, MA

---

**Meredith, Alone: A Novel**
*By Claire Alexander*

(Grand Central Publishing, 9781538709948, $28, Nov. 1, Fiction)

Recommended by Tahlia Moe, Bound to Happen Books, Stevens Point, WI

---

**A Restless Truth (The Last Binding #2)**
*By Freya Marske*

(Tordotcom, 9781250788917, $27.99, Nov. 1, Fantasy)

Recommended by Danny Cackley, East City Bookshop, Washington, DC

---
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